
Fine dining in Jávea - Michelin Restaurants & reviews 

  
Bon Amb - Two MICHELIN Stars 2019 : Excellent cooking, worth a detour! 

The personality and talent of the chef and their team is evident in the expertly crafted dishes, 
which are refined, inspired and sometimes original. 

A rite of passage in the Marina Alta where local culinary roots combine with Mediterranean culture to 
produce highly innovative cooking of the highest order. The restaurant's location, in a restored old 
farmhouse that now has a thoroughly contemporary decor and superb landscaped grounds, is particularly 
impressive. 
 
Phone : +34965084440 Email : reservas@bonamb.com Website: : http://www.bonamb.com 
Meal prices : Menu 89/135 € - Carte 63/78 € 
 
El Rodat -  One MICHELIN Star : High quality cooking, worth a stop! 
 
Using top quality ingredients, dishes with distinct flavours are carefully prepared to a 
consistently high standard. 
 
This restaurant is sure to surprise you, as its chef lives and breathes his love of food. The tasting menus, 
which vary depending on the number of courses, are full of innovative flavours and combinations, with a 
particular focus on fish and seafood from the region - albeit with the occasional hint of Asian fusion! 
 
Phone : +34966470710 Email : restauranteelrodat@elrodat.com Website: : http://www.elrodat.com 
Meal prices : Menu 65/165 € Good to know : tasting menu only 
 
 
Es Tapa Ti - The MICHELIN Plate 2019 : good cooking 
 
Fresh ingredients, capably prepared: simply a good meal 
 
Es Tapa Ti is perfect for an informal meal while enjoying views of the sea. It has a wide variety of tapas, 
stews, seafood, sandwiches, homemade desserts and a set menu. The ceiling and the walls of the 
contemporary-style dining room are glazed and can all be opened in fine weather. 
 
Phone : +34966473127 Email : info@estapatijavea.com Website: : http://www.estapatijavea.com 
Meal prices : Tapa 3 €, Portion 12 € 
 
Tosca - The MICHELIN Plate 2019 : good cooking 

Fresh ingredients, capably prepared: simply a good meal 
 
Tosca takes its name from the stone of the same name that that is part of its internal decor, which has a 

classic look and rustic ambience. Updated traditional cuisine, as well as a pleasant terrace with views of the 

canal. 

Phone : +34965793145 Email : toscajavea@yahoo.es Website: : http://www.restaurantetosca.com Meal 
prices : Menu 20/50 € - Carte 35/58 € 
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La Perla de Jávea - The MICHELIN Plate 2019 : good cooking 
 
Fresh ingredients, capably prepared: simply a good meal 
 
Located right on the seafront promenade, this renovated family-run restaurant boasts impressive views and 
traditional cuisine. This includes savoury rice dishes (choose from 14 different options) and fish fresh from 
the market 
 
Phone : +34966470772 Email : gestionlaperla@gmail.com Website: : http://www.laperladejavea.com 
Meal prices : Menu 25/60 € - Carte 27/50 € 
 
 

Quique Dacosta (DENIA) Three MICHELIN Stars : Exceptional cuisine, worth a special journey! 
 
Our highest award is given for the superlative cooking of chefs at the peak of their profession.  
The ingredients are exemplary, the cooking is elevated to an art form and their dishes are often 
destined to become classics. 
 
A delightful Mediterranean villa with an avant-garde design. It features pleasant dining rooms defined by lots 
of light and designer features and a chef's table in the kitchen. This is the domain of the culinary genius 
Quique Dacosta, who leaves his mark on every aspect of what is a unique gastronomic experience. 
 
Phone : +34965784179 Email : quiquedacosta@quiquedacosta.es Website: http://www.quiquedacosta.es 
Meal prices : Menu 210 € Good to know : tasting menu only 
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